Announcements

RDS Informational Webinar

The Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation invites you to attend a webinar on Friday, December 3, 2021, to learn more about the NIH’s “Promoting Interdisciplinary Research Training” program (P20). This program supports training environments that facilitate the development of interdisciplinary research skills and encourages research that involves and engages trainees from a range of disciplines. The webinar will be held from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM (Pacific Time). To register, please visit the Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation’s website. Please forward this information to appropriate audiences. If you have any questions, please contact rds@uoregon.edu.

Internal Funding Opportunities

Oregon Humanities Center
discussion and exhibit development opportunities
Applicants are sought for curatorial positions and grants to support curatorial training, discussion and exhibit development opportunities. Applicants are sought for curatorial positions and grants to support curatorial training, discussion and exhibit development opportunities. Applicants are sought for curatorial positions and grants to support curatorial training, discussion and exhibit development opportunities. Applications are due by January 15, 2022.

Graduate Women in Science

Solicitation on Topics Informing New Program Areas - Life Cycle Assessment for Carbon (LEAP)

This solicitation is for proposals to develop new program areas that support the integration of life cycle assessment (LCA) into carbon management and climate research. Proposals should address the following topics:

1. Development of new program areas that integrate LCA with carbon management and climate research.
2. Integration of LCA into existing programs.
3. Development of new methodologies for LCA.

Proposals are due by January 15, 2022. For more information, please contact info@leap-uw.edu.

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion Opportunities

Geological Society of America

2022 Congressional Geology Fellows Program

The Geological Society of America is seeking applications for the 2022 Congressional Geology Fellows Program. The program provides an opportunity for geologists to learn about the legislative process and policy making at the federal level. Fellows will participate in a variety of activities, including meetings with members of Congress, committee staff, and executive branch officials. Applications are due by January 15, 2022. For more information, please contact info@geosociety.org.

Diversity and Education Opportunities

Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation

2022 – 2023 Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Opportunities

The Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation is seeking applications for the 2022 – 2023 Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Opportunities. These opportunities include a range of funding and fellowship programs designed to support underrepresented groups in academia. Applications are due by January 15, 2022. For more information, please contact info@uoregon.edu.

Featured External Opportunities

Honors and Awards

The Melinda T. Chang and David W. Chang Prize in Asian Art

This annual prize is awarded to an artist or scholar who has made a significant contribution to the field of Asian art. The prize is open to artists and scholars from around the world. Applications are due by January 15, 2022. For more information, please contact info@melindachangprize.org.

Curated Pinch Searches

Funds is a funding opportunities database of available external funding opportunities from federal, state, and private sources. The database is searchable by discipline and is accessible to UO researchers using your Shibboleth login. We will show you how to identify funding opportunities, save searches, and create notifications.

Are you looking for funding support for your research? We can help.

If you are interested in supporting research and innovation at the University of Oregon, please contact the Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation at info@uoregon.edu. We offer a wide range of services to support research and innovation, including funding opportunities, expert advice, and grants management. Please forward this information to appropriate audiences. If you have any questions, please contact rds@uoregon.edu.